I CONNECT
We start with a video intro of the
main actress to attract people
to connect with the game with
facebook, twitter.
she explains the project.
Behind everyone alive there stand
80 ghosts. That is the ratio by which the dead
outnumber the living.
Since the dawn of the times around a hundred
billion people have walked on this planet.
Now, there is approximately a hundred billion
of stars in our Milky-Way galaxy.
This means there could be a star for everyone
who has ever lived. Stars and planets are
circling around us. Isn’t it interesting that
there is enough land in the sky for everyone in
our whole world? Well, it’s a wonderful thing
to think of, but rather terrifying. Welcome to
‘mycity’ an experiment – illusion of ongoing
condition for a sweet memory to come back.
Enjoy!

II REGISTER
After choosing to register with
MYCITY, a data collection box
pops out.

III INTO THE STRUCTURE
After registration, new users can
access the structure.

IV INTO THE STRUCTURE
After a mouse click, the grid goes
dim, and the white planets of the
structure appear.

V INTO THE STRUCTURE
The planets move, grow and
change

color

reacting

to

the

movement of the mouse.
In 10 seconds, the last planet in
motion aqcuires a random color
(from

a

pallette).

predetermined

color

VI STRUCTURE DISAPEARS
After the planet gets colored, the
grid dissapears.
The leading voice appears.

VII STRUCTURE DISAPEARS
The voice in the background
continues.
The planets react to the motion of
the mouse (dispersing and thus
destroying the rigid sturcture of the
grid).
When a planet is activated, it
aqcuires a random color and grows
twice its size.
After activating 7 planets, the
smallest

white

planets darken.

(unactivated)

VIII PERSONAL CONSTELATION
After clicking on 7 planets, the
unactivated planets dissapear.
The voice in the background
dissapears.
The

remaining

planets

form

a Personal Constelation - an
individually created love map of the
player; it is emailed to the player.

IX PERSONAL PLANET-PORTRAIT
After activating any planet, it starts
to come closer and the background
gets darker.

X PERSONAL PLANET-PORTRAIT
After activating a planet, it starts
to come closer. While approaching
colors
chosen

of

other

planets

inside the planet.

seven
start

already

appearing

XI PERSONAL PLANET-PORTRAIT
The planet inevitably approaches.
It is an individually crafted player‘s
planet-portrait, that consists of all
his/her earlier chosen planets. (80
planets-portraits have been created
according to the Barthes‘ theory of
falling in love).

XII EXPLOSION / DYSTOPIA
The inevitably approaching planet
explodes into a cloud of colorful
crystals.

XIII IDENTIFIED
After the dystopia the player is
thrown back into the initial structure
of the game.
Besides the players name and
image icon, his/her designated
planet appears.
It is his destined state of love.
The player is destined an identity
according to the state that is active
for clicking.

XIV GAME STARTS
The player appears in space where
other registered players are visible.
If he/she wants to continue the
game, the player must share the
state of love of his planet with
other players by clicking “share
your state”. If the player is logged
in with Facebook, the state will be
posted to his Facebook friends. If
the player is logged in with Twitter,
a tweet will appear in his account.

XV GAME
After sharing his/her status, the
player can link with other planets.
When moving the mouse cursor
from his/hers planet, appears a
line, that can link up with a chosen
planet.

XVI GAME
After linking up with another planet
- player, a chat window appears.

XVII GAME
Player,

who

has

received

a

request, sees the connection line
stretching from another planet and
a box with an invitation to confirm
the connection.

XVIII MAPPING
After accepting the invitation to
connect, the project transfers into
a world map without borders. The
connections amongst other players
are revealed by moving the mouse
cursor on any dot on the screen.
The leading actress is inviting to
explore what states of love do other
people across the globe live in, and
to share ideas of this research with
the person he/she is linked with.
According to Roland Barthes, the states of
falling in love can be both, destructive and
constructive. The players are invited to share
their experience and choose a friend for
the film screening according to their states.
The map without border is an allusion to the
freedom of choice.

MAPPING SYSTEM
After number of users increases to
a certain limit each planet splits into
smaller ones planets representing
individual countries.

XIX NETWORKING
In the next step the map darkens,
the

countries

of

the

players

become brighter and their location
is revealed.

XX NETWORKING
A chat window appears to the
players.
After chatting to each other, or after
choosing the created mini dialogs,
the adjoining planets of the players
start to merge into one. After
communication of the players, a
button (explore project) inviting
to continue the exploration of the
project appears. Simultaniously, a
voice inviting to explore the project
appears in the background. (If the
players are happy with the contact,
they can exchange their contact
details.)

XXI INTRO TO CINEMA
The linked up users who choose to
explore the project, find themselves
in a virtual cinema. There they are
greeted by a narrator Moly (another
actress of the film). She presents
the project and invites to follow her
steps, create a screenplay, unlock
parts of the film, fund the film, or
have the opportunity to display
one‘s name in the film titles.
The film will be created in separate
parts. In total there will be 80 parts
(equating the number of states of
love according to Roland Barthes
‘Lover’s discourse’ ). The material
of their states of love will be used
in the film.

XXII PRIVATE CINEMA
After

the

introduction,

the

participants of the project find
themselves

in

virtual

private

screening room. Here they can
view videos attributed to their or
their partner’s state of love (an
excerpt or a full video, depending
on donation to particular film clip).
If the player wants to watch videos
of other participants states, he/she
can to go to the public screening
room, where all the online players
are present. The partners can
leave their trace in this mutual
experience game by collaboratively
or individually creating a scenario
(max of 10 words).

XXIII PUBLIC CINEMA
In the cinema archive the video
material is being collected and
shared. The players are invited to
recognize the authenticity of their
and other player’s states reflected
in the visual material of the project.
The players, who are connected
with other participants via the
chat box, can unlock the videos of
inactive players. Wanting to check
other

“unlockable”

videos,

the

players can log-in via the biweekly
received link.

XXIV LEAVING CINEMA
As the participants leave the
main

screening

room,

Gunde,

the leading actress, thanks them
for taking part in MyCity game/
project. She informs, that after
shooting the further parts of the
film, the participants could be able
to find their name or picture, or an
equivalent of their written scenario.
The actress is inviting to support
the project.
It is not a movie, it is the first time motion
picture form has been changed. It isn’t a
documentary, it isn’t a drama, nor a science
fiction, it is an evidence of eventuality.
The way of making films is to concentrate
on several non-submersible units. And what
this means is you have a very good piece
and you have another one and when you
have another one – all you need is to connect
them. And you see this principle of operating
in this particular film, where I believe some
bits don’t fit in, and this is why there is a
mystery about the film, and this is what still
interests me.

XXV INTO STRUCTURE
After

ending

the

game,

the

player returns to the initial MyCity
structure of 80 active links. Every
intersection is a different category
(one of 80 love categories of
Roland Barthes) that is assigned to
any player of MyCity.
The only visible intersections are
those of already assigned ‘players’.
Invitation to support the project:
1. Friend’s invitation
2. Donation options (5€, 15€,
25€ and information about funds
collected)
Users supporting the project will
have opportunity to shape the story
of the film.

XXVI INTO STRUCTURE
After clicking on the intersections
(categories), pictures of assigned
players appear (uploaded during
the registration).
View

players,

assigned

to

a

category - a photo with a name and
state is displayed in the centre of
the grid.
Photos

of

other

players

are

available to view after clicking
near the photo. An option to
communicate is being activated
after clicking on the photos.

